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Colorful pictures and simple rhyming texts help children guess what's peeking through the die-cut

windows in these two fun board books. The anticipation of what's hiding on the next page and the

bright, engaging illustrations will keep youngsters guessing and giggling all the way to the suprise

endings.
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Nina Laden's illustrations in this simple, rhyming board book are truly magical. The format is

straightforward: on alternating two-page spreads, the words "Peek a" are repeated, opposite an

illustrated page with a die-cut hole, behind which lurks a cow ("MOO!"), a green ghost ("BOO!"), and

a mirror (you guessed it, "YOU!"). The youngest readers will delight in trying to guess who--or

what--is peeking through the window, and can easily grip the baby-fist-size holes to turn the pages

for the answers. The picture of the "ZOO!" is fabulous. Through the hole, all that can be seen is a

wild pattern of colors, stripes, and spots. Turn the page, and find a wild kingdom of animals, one in

front of the other: peacock, zebra, penguin, cheetah, elephant, and more. Ready for more peekaboo

fun? Try Nina Laden's Ready, Set, Go! . (Baby to preschool) --Emilie Coulter

PreSchool-The exuberant illustrations in this guessing-game board book will enchant infants and

toddlers. A bright left-hand page with the words "Peek a" faces a right-hand page with die-cut

windows through which a visual clue can be seen. Turn the page and "Peek a MOO!" reveals a



black-and-white cow; "Peek a BOO!" a green ghost; "Peek a ZOO!" a crowd of animals including an

elephant, giraffe, zebra, etc.; and the final puzzle, "Peek a YOU," has a mirror insert. Vibrant colors

with plenty of black outlines make this a charming visual treat for the youngest patrons.Lisa Falk,

Los Angeles Public Library Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

I purchased this book after reading all the 5 star reviews and it turned out disappointing.It's a neat

concept to say "peek a" on one page then something on the next page. For example "peek a zoo!"

However the entire book is repeating this concept. All the "peek a" pages are basically the same

page, except for different background color. My 10 month old, who is a big fan of (pretty much any)

board books, got bored with this one within a couple of days.I gave 3 stars for the decent printing

quality.

My daughter is 9 months old and when I give her the choice between this and ANY other book she

always chooses this one. She giggles as I read every page, and it's the cutest little thing. When we

get to the last page ("Peek a.... YOU!") she pulls the book up to her face and sometimes kisses

herself in the little reflective surface! Such a fun book and so entertaining to see a little person

getting so much joy from it!

LOVE this book! It is so simple, yet so fun! I bought this to read to my 5-month-old grandson. He

loves it, too :) I made up a little rhyme for the pages before the "reveal". He turns the pages and

smiles and laughs the whole time I am reading this cute book. This book is also very sturdy and the

perfect size for little hands.

WE LOVE THIS BOOK. My oldest got it as a gift when he was an infant and we have since bought

multiples for friends, He is now two and we still read it regularly and he helps now. The dog has

chewed it, it's been on multiple trips, the baby used it for teething, it's in rough shape and still in the

library because its a favorite.It's a small board book so its great to throw in the bag and take with

you. It also rhymes so it's fun for kids or varying ages. I HIGHLY suggest this book for young kids!

It was one of my daughter's favorite. Her favorite page is the last one where you can find a mirror.

She likes to look at herself, she is 5 now she still likes to look at herself.My son is now 1 and I found

this book in the storage. He giggled to every single page where it reveals the puzzle.



Before purchasing, I did quite a bit of research on books for my infant... & I must say, this is

absolutely worth it! At 3.5mo, my son loves when I read "Peek-A-Who?" to him! We've even made it

part of our daily routine. Vibrant colors, large front, not too busy for younger ones, very nicely

bound, and super fun!

This book seemed like simple fun for older children to guess the noise for the picture peekaboo

cutout, but my 8 month old really gets a kick out of it. She especially enjoys the mirror at the end

where she sees herself. It's more fun to read out loud to her than I thought it would be. There is a

different sound you can make on all of the pages almost. Each time it starts with one page "peek

a..." and a cutout on the opposite side showing part of an object underneath, so that when the page

is turned, the object is revealed with an exclamatory rhyming peekaboo word. Example: Peek a

...BOO! (ghost) -- Peek a... CHOO CHOO! (train on tracks)This is a fun book to play peekaboo

without worrying about tearing flaps off (no flaps). I would buy this again and intend to try out the

Peek A Zoo edition.

For my just-turned-one year old grandson, who absolutely loves this book; it's his favorite of the

three board books I got him for Christmas. A very sturdy book for him to look at on his own.. Very

engaging for him, and to read with him. He's at that age of learning and beginning to say words, so

this is a great book to start with. His favorite page is the last one, Peek a YOU and he laughs at

himself in the big reflective mirrored page. His other favorite page is the Peek a ZOO with all the

animals. We point to them and name them. He will open this book himself to these pages in

particular. Highly recommend for a great book experience and a nice size for him to hold onto and

turn pages himself.
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